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Ginwala remembered for political passion
by lauren french
Editor in Chief
The student found dead in his City
Hall residence room Wednesday is
20-year-old Ismail Ginwala, according to
police documents.
Ginwala, a junior, was discovered after a witness – unnamed in police documents – had not heard from Ginwala for
“a couple of days,” according to Metropolitan Police Department documents.
The witness found an unresponsive Ginwala at 1:40 p.m. Wednesday.

Police documents label the death a
suicide.
Ginwala was the policy director for
the GW Roosevelt Institute, a group advocating for a progressive approach to
U.S. foreign policy. He had a deep interest
in history and politics with aspirations to
be an ambassador, Ginwala’s father, Cassim Ginwala said.
His son was fiercely independent
and private, Cassim Ginwala added.
During a trip to India, where Ginwala’s
family is a leader in the United Progressive Alliance party, Ginwala had a chance

to meet the prime minster through his
family’s connections.
“He told me, ‘No Dad, I’ll meet the
prime minister on my own one day.’ That
is the kind of person he is,” Cassim Ginwala said. “He wanted to achieve things
on his own.”
Ginwala said his son, an international affairs major, was very aware of “social
injustices,” in the world, a characteristic
he believes developed during a trip to
Africa when Ginwala was young.
“He was very humble, very
down-to-earth and a great person,”

Cassim Ginwala said. “He wanted to
help others.”
Ginwala joined the College Democrats during his freshman year, debating politics for the organization and
later running for a position on the executive board.
Ginwala also interned for Bill Hedrick, a Democratic nominee for the 44th
Congressional District of California in
2008.
“He didn’t come from a classical
See GINWALA: Page 3

Class of 2016
to see higher
charge for CI

Posner, Chiddy Bang
rock Spring Fling
Weather did not hinder vibe at annual concert
by madeleine o'connor
Hatchet Staff Writer
The Smith Center quickly hit its
800-person limit Saturday night, as
students waited outside in the rain,
some for more than a half hour, to
catch singer Mike Posner and hiphop duo Chiddy Bang’s Spring
Fling performance.
Strong storms and the threat of
tornados moved the annual spring
event indoors, canceled Program
Board’s plan to sell beer and nixed
all of the carnival events that
usually go along with the
day. Construction blocking
four out of the six exits to the
building limited the number
of attendees.
But the change of venue
and audience capacity did

not hinder the vibe inside
the concert, as members of
the crowd sung along, waved
their arms, snapped their fingers and screamed with excitement at the start of each new
song.
“Considering that we had to
move inside because of the severe
weather, everything turned out
great. We couldn’t have been happier with the performances and
with the crowd,” Program Board
chair Wesley Callahan said.
Chiddy Bang – an alternative hip-hop band –
freestyled on about

courtesy of cassim ginwala

Ismail Ginwala

by amanda d'ambra
Senior Staff Writer
jordan emont | contributing photo editor

Mike Posner, below, and Chiddy Bang
performed before a packed audience in
the Smith Center Saturday night.

See CONCERT: Page 10

Incoming freshmen will pay a
higher fee to attend Colonial Inauguration to help offset graduation costs
now that the University is expected
to do away with the much-maligned
graduation fee.
Beginning with the Class of 2016,
and pending Board of Trustees approval, freshmen will be charged $350 to attend CI, Senior Vice President of Student
and Academic Support Services Robert
Chernak said. Students currently pay
$250 to attend CI.
The additional $100 will be considered a matriculation fee.
“It won’t make up for the total
amount of the graduation fee that people pay... It’s not just undergraduates,
it’s graduates, medical students, law
school students,” Chernak said, referring to those that currently pay the
graduation fee. “We’re taking on this
policy to replace a small percentage of
that total amount of money that’s going to be forgone next year when students graduate.”
In March, Student Association President Jason Lifton announced the $100
graduation fee — a target of student
complaint and of lobbying from the SA
— would be eliminated for the Class of
2012, pending final approval from the
Board of Trustees.
The University anticipates the matriculation fee will raise about $235,000
in funds from incoming freshmen each
year. New transfer students must also
pay the fee.
Executive Vice President and Treasurer Lou Katz said the University will
absorb the cost next year, when the graduation fee is eliminated for the Class of
2012 but before the Class of 2016 pays
See CI: Page 10
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Law student faces
immigration battle
by priya anand
Assistant News Editor
GW Law School student Prerna Lal founded a national organization to fight the deportation of
undocumented students in 2007.
Now, Lal finds herself in the
middle of another deportation
battle – this time for herself.
The 26-year-old was born in
Fiji and moved to San Francisco at the age of 13. Lal’s family
originally filed her immigration
papers when she was a child,
but a lengthy backlog on pending immigration cases delayed
hers from reaching the top of the
queue, and she never received
her papers.

She applied for a green card
to achieve permanent U.S. residency, in August, interviewed
with the government in January and was formally denied in
March.
Then, two weeks ago, Lal
received a notice from the Department of Homeland Security
alerting her she is in the process
of being deported from the country.
“I think a lot of people are angry,” Lal said. “I’m more amused,
personally. They can’t kick me
out of the country.”
As a well-known advocate
for the Development, Relief and
Education for Alien Minors Act
– which, if passed, would of-
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I think a lot of people are angry. I’m more amused,
personally. They can’t kick me out of the country.
Prerna lal
Law Student

by shaeera tariq
Hatchet Staff Writer

Men's tennis
clinches A-10
championship
Colonials win
after three-year
struggle for title.

fer illegal immigrant students a
path to citizenship – Lal said her
deportation case is going to blow
up in the government’s face. She
said she has a top deportation
lawyer on her side.
“The people who know me
best, the people I work with, are
amused as well. They want this
fight to happen in court. They’re
looking forward to it,” Lal said.
“They’re following up with DHS
officials and the White House on

• Page 12

See UW: Page 10

NEWS

Fox News isn't the focus

Columnist Dan Keylin explains why students shouldn't
focus on Fox News in wake of junior's death. • Page 4

Winning the crown

See LAL: Page 10

michelle rattinger | photo editor

Prerna Lal, a GW Law School student and immigration activist, faces deportation after
spending more than 13 years in the U.S. She is fighting in court to achieve legal status.

OPINIONS

SPORTS

this. It’s going great.”
Lal is a founder of DREAM
Activist – an organization that
serves as a network and resource
center to support undocumented
students and advocate for the
DREAM Act, which was shot
down due to a fillibuster in the
Senate.
“I’ve stopped about a dozen
of these cases from happening,”

Freshmen will have to travel to the
Mount Vernon Campus for their required University Writing courses after
the program relocates next spring, part
of a larger effort to centralize freshman
activities in a single location.
To accommodate the program’s size,
all University Writing courses will be
taught on the Mount Vernon Campus,
relocating both students and faculty.
“Having the classes on the same
campus as the faculty and administrative offices makes logistical sense,”
said Derek Malone-France, interim executive director of the University Writing Program and director of Writing in
the Disciplines.
With the entire program on one
campus, Malone-France said writing
faculty could avoid shuttling back and
forth between campuses, especially for
schedules in which their class sections
meet throughout the day.

CULTURE

A sophomore competes for spot in Miss Teen U.S.A.
pageant. • Page 6

Students rally
against aid cuts
College students
from across D.C.
gathered to protect
education funding.

• Page 3

Visit days consolidated

The University offered fewer April visit days
for prospective students this year, welcoming
thousands in three days. • Page 5

SA leaders to focus on student outreach
John Richardson and Ted Costigan will set
further goals this summer. • Page 7
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IN Brief

Retail shops to open
near Thurston Hall

More shopping opportunities will be
available near Thurston Hall, after a government agency approved plans to add retail shops in its office building.
The National Capital Planning Commission approved plans for retail shops on the E
Street side of the General Services Administration headquarters, the building that takes
up the square block from 18th Street to 19th
Street and E Street to F Street.
Plans include ground-level retail shops
along E Street, along with a formal entrance
and a new security perimeter.
NCPC Senior Urban Planner David
Zaidain said the project will “provide amenities for not only the federal employees
that work in the building, but also for the
surrounding neighborhood.”
The GSA has not released an expected
completion date for the project and haven’t
announced what stores or restaurants will
fill the space.
Construction plans follow the policy
goals outlined in the NCPC’s Comprehensive Plan for the National Capital. This
includes the “modernization, repair and
rehabilitation of existing federally owned
facilities before developing new facilities,”
according to recommendations by the planning commission.
The GSA’s intent is to make its headquarters more publicly accessible, and to
stimulate pedestrian traffic in and around
the building.
After several studies, the GSA found
that there will be no significant impacts on
the human environment, such as noise and
vehicular circulation.

–Jeff Richards

CORRECTIons

In, “What Tax Day really means for GW
students” (April 14, pg. 4), The Hatchet reported that if a college graduate falls between
the $34,000 and $86,000 income bracket, the
government will tax 25 percent of his or her
income, meaning $12,000 will go to the government. The government taxes 25 percent of
one’s income after accounting for marginal
rates, meaning $9,000 will go to the government. The Hatchet incorrectly reported that
the graduate would ultimately earn $33,600.
A graduate would earn $36,600.

In “Fasolini pleads guilty in child porn
case” (April 14, pg. 3), The Hatchet incorrectly reported that a Student Technology Services employee found images of suspected
child pornography on Fasolini’s hard drive.
In fact, it was an employee of the Columbian
College Office of Technology Services who
found the images.

michelle rattinger | photo editor

Pi Kappa Alpha President John McBride, right, participates in the Walk a Mile in Her Shoes event. The event was part of the Take Back the Night campaign
which raises awareness for sexual assault. Participants walked a mile in women’s shoes to show their solidarity with sexual assault victims.
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From auditions to opening night,
The Hatchet chronicles DanceWorks.

The Men’s Titanic Society commemorates
the sinking of the legendary ship.

Students welcomed spring with a
colorful display on University Yard.

DanceWorks

APRIL
Monday

Reenactment honors Titanic

18

Tuesday

Holi festival celebrates spring

19

Wednesday

20

Blood Drive

Speechwriting for Nixon

Political satire debate

Ann Coulter

Donate blood to the American Red Cross
at a GW Knights of Columbus event.
Marvin Center, Room 308
• 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Hear about crafting a presidential
message from former White House
speechwriters.
Jack Morton Auditorium • 2 p.m.

Watch the College Democrats and College
Republicans swap sides during a humorous debate.
Marvin Center, Continental Ballroom
• 8 to 9:30 p.m.

Conservative icon Ann Coulter will
give a speech on why liberals are
always wrong.
Funger Hall, Room 108 • 7 to 8 p.m.
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Metro police make
prostitution arrest
Metropolitan Police Department officers arrested a female
subject Wednesday for allegedly
soliciting prostitution at the nearby
Melrose Hotel.
Officers from the MPD Narcotics and Special Investigations Unit
responded to a listing by a female
subject soliciting prostitution, according to police documents. On
April 13, an undercover officer
agreed to meet with the subject in
room 318 to "engage in sexual activities in exchange for money.”
The undercover officer arrested
and charged the subject – a 30-yearold, slender, white, 5-foot-6 female
with gray eyes and blonde hair – for
soliciting prostitution, according to
the documents. The suspect is unnamed in police documents.
Evidence recovered during the
arrest includes $3,486 in cash, a cell
phone, computer, lubricant and
condoms from the subject on the
scene, according to the documents.

–Becky Reeves

GINWALA
from p. 1

rachel vorsanger | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Left: Zarina Dzhumayeva, left, and Alexandra Vovk, right, voiced opposition to the
proposed bill by Rep. Paul Ryan, R-Wis., to cut Pell Grant funding by $5.7 billion. Top
right: students chanted, 'stop the raid on student aid' during a protest on Capitol
Hill Friday. Bottom right: GW senior Chrishon McManus joined students at a rally
at the Capitol Friday to urge Congress to protect student aid.

Students rally on Hill against aid cuts
Proposed budget
could slash
Pell Grant funding
by kelsey martinez
Hatchet Reporter

College students from across
the District rallied on Capitol
Hill Friday to urge Congress to
protect education funding and
student aid.
The rally – organized by the
group D.C. Students Speak –
was held in opposition to possible cuts to federal student aid.
House Republicans passed a bill
sponsored by Rep. Paul Ryan, R-

Wis., that cuts federal Pell Grant
awards by a total of $5.7 billion,
reducing the maximum award
a student could receive from
$5,550 to $4,705. The budget bill
must still pass through the Senate, where it will likely be dead
on arrival, as no Democrats voted
in favor of the House bill.
Pell Grants are awarded to
students based on their financial
need and status as part-time or
full-time students, taking into
consideration the school’s cost.
The cuts to the grants are part
of a larger budget deal for the
2012 fiscal year that seeks to reduce the nation's rising federal
debt by slashing spending.
GW senior Chrishon McManus, who attended the protest,

said he was standing up for student aid.
“The Pell Grants go to a group
of students who depend on the
money,” McManus said. “If you
want to stop the cycle of people being dependent on the government,
giving them an opportunity to go
to college will serve that end.”
Georgetown University, Catholic University and American
University students also attended
the rally, in addition to students
from other local schools, chanting phrases like “stop the raid on
student aid.”
The event lasted for about
an hour and a half, with different students taking turns telling
their stories over a megaphone in
between chants.

Sean Keady, a Georgetown
student, said he had become
incensed by the issue when he
learned the details of Ryan’s budget.
“The cuts will have a very
real impact,” Keady said. “Many
students won’t be able to take
classes over summer and many
may differ to community college
because they can’t afford it.”
Douglas Bell, a sophomore
from American, said both of his
parents are music teachers from
California, and Pell Grants gave
him the opportunity to get a good
education in D.C.
“Federal student aid should
give all students access to a good
education, which is so important
to our future,” Bell said. u

debate background but he definitely
made up for a lack of experience in debating with a lot of heart,” Alex Wright, the
political affairs director for the CDs, said.
“He spoke from the heart. He knew there
were injustices out there and he tried his
best to argue what he felt passion for.”
Wright added that Ginwala was a
“fun guy” with “a kind heart.”
Amish Shah, a fellow member of the
Roosevelt Institute and a friend of Ginwala, said the California native possessed
a extremely “intelligent wit.”
“Ismail was just kind. I can't think of
a time... when he was not the nicest guy
in the room," Shah said. "He was always
the kid that was driven to create ideas and
progress."
Nicole Scro, another member of the
Roosevelt Institute said Ginwala was a
"deep-thinker," making him a great friend
and conversationalist, but said his disdain
for partying caused the junior grief.
"I knew that there was a struggle inside of him," she said of Ginwala's struggle to adjust to GW's party scenes.
But Shah and Scro shot back against
rumors that Ginwala was a recluse, both
saying he was "extremely social."
The University has yet to announce
a memorial service, but Shah said he
and a group are planning a service for
next week.
His father Cassim Ginwala, his mother Luz Ginwala and a 16-year-old brother
Shahid Ginwala survive Ginwala.
–Emily Cahn contributed this report.
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"I've been trying to keep a low-key social life."
–Imani Bentham, on balancing her life as GW student and being a Miss Teen USA pageant contestant.
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Staff Editorial

A new spring
tradition

The excitement on campus last
week for one of Program Board’s annual marquee events, Spring Fling,
was high.
But the event was rained out and
moved to the Smith Center, where
only 800 students could attend due
to building restrictions. Many of the
additional perks of having an outdoor
Spring Fling – booths, beer and a DJ
– were canceled. The fact that a wellplanned event was marred by poor
weather is not anyone’s fault, but it
does highlight the need for more University-wide events on campus.
As the new Program Board chair
takes office, we encourage him to continue the tradition of large fall and
spring events with the addition of
hosting smaller block parties throughout the year.
Spring Fling should not be the only
opportunity for the GW community to
have the same feeling of state-school
unity that so many of our friends at
neighboring universities enjoy. The
University should still try to create a
campus spirit using the resources we
have right in the student body.
The University is teeming with
talent that can go unnoticed by the
bulk of the student body because of
the sheer number of student performing groups on campus. With an event
that features GW performers, students
would be engaged and invested in
making the day excellent, and an alternate rain date would not cost Program Board huge sums of money.
A student-focused end-of-the-year
event could coincide with the campus
Chalk-In, which is sponsored by the
University Counseling Center. This
event has gone on for three decades
and falls just before spring finals.
While H Street is closed and students
are afforded an opportunity to take a
break from studying anyway, a larger
event could provide the GW community with an excellent opportunity to
showcase talent or enjoy some homegrown music.

Eliminate University counseling fees

T

he death of junior Ismail tive Minds, a student organizaGinwala is a loss for the tion seeking to raise awareness
University.
about and decrease the stigma
As the details of his death surrounding mental issues on
begin to emerge, GW is tasked campus. Katz said the fee for
with another challenge – to bet- counseling sessions is a detriter aid students who are grap- ment to students seeking help,
pling with mental illness.
especially when they are trying
Nationwide only
to resolve personal is6.7 percent of universues without involvsity counseling cening their parents.
ters charge at all for
He
elaborated
personal counseling,
that the stigma suraccording to the 2010
rounding
mental
National Survey of
health issues also preCounseling Center
vents students from
Directors.
approaching
their
Of those univerparents about such
sities that charge,
Tom
concerns, which often
the mean counseling
leads students to forBraslavsky
fee is $14, a fraction
go help altogether.
of what most GW
Indeed, the UCC
Columnist
students pay. This
gives each student one
flies in the face of the
free over-the-phone
University’s commit“triage” session in
ment to its students’ well-being order to identify the issue and
by pushing away some of those schedule a personal appointwho need counseling most.
ment. But after that, it’s time to
Colleges nationwide have pay up. The counseling center
seen a rising trend in men- has a “sliding-scale fee applicatal health issues, and GW is tion,” which decreases the charge
no exception. The University for those with financial need,
Counseling Center has seen a according to the UCC website.
20 percent increase in visitors This sliding-scale system merethis year, according to a Feb. 7 ly forces students to start worHatchet article. What sets GW’s rying about affordability and
counseling center apart from form-filling, when they should
others is its $50 per-session fee.
be speaking to someone about
I spoke about this with Adam their problems.
Katz, co-president of GW AcThe website also says that if

the sliding-scale fee is not sufficient, the counseling center
can refer students to “several
low-fee clinics in the area.” But
doesn’t this defeat the whole
purpose of having a counseling
center at all? The UCC is supposed to be a place that handles
student concerns and issues specific to the GW community. Why
should those who have issues
which need addressing, but cannot pay the fee, be pushed away
by the University’s service?
Student Association Senator Jason Kaplan, who ran for
SA president this year on a platform of ending UCC fees, calls
the $50 charge ridiculous and
criticized the University for not
changing the status quo, which,
he said, was pushing many students away from getting the
help they needed.
Kaplan said while several
issues plague students' college experiences, none will stay
with them quite like the need
for counseling. It is imperative
to catch those issues before students graduate, he said. (Disclosure: The writer is in the same
fraternity as Kaplan.)
Students may feel the need to
speak to a counselor for a wide
variety of issues, ranging from
everyday problems stemming
from relationships and academics, to serious mental disorders.
As a support base and a step-

The competition for best April visitor
by Sara Fischer

Spring Fling should not be
the only opportunity for
the GW community to have
the same feeling of stateschool unity that so many of
our friends at neighboring
universities enjoy.

Events like these would, of course,
press another cost upon Program
Board. It would require more planning and budgeting, but with time,
this event could become a campus tradition á la Spring Fling. To encourage
the growth of outdoor concerts and
block parties, we believe the Student
Association and even the University
should work to provide further funding for Program Board by earmarking
funds for these block parties.
We just want more opportunities
for the student body to come together
and enjoy the excellent weather before
we retreat back into Gelman and then
leave for the summer. These events
don't have to be showy or bring big
names, they should just unite the student body one more time before the
year is over.

Have an
opinion?

Letter to the editor
Don't ignore signs of stress or depression
Last week we lost a fellow student
to the tragedy of suicide. As our campus tries to understand what is confusing, cope with what is devastating and
overcome what seems insurmountable,
we must try to look to the future. Last
week’s heartbreak was not an isolated
incident. Each year, 1,100 college students commit suicide, the second leading cause of death in that age group,
according to the Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Association.
There are measures each of us can
take to prevent another incident like
this one at GW. We can all learn the
signs of stress, depression and suicidal thoughts in others and ourselves.
Changes in sleep patterns, eating habits, study routines and social interactions can be indicators, as can lasting
feelings of hopelessness, despair or
restlessness. It’s not enough to recog-

nize these signs, though. The second,
and most important step, is to reach
out and to seek help. Hopefully, in the
near future, this step will be easier.
Students and the administration
are working to make the University
Counseling Center more accessible
and affordable for all students. This
would be one fewer barrier to students
getting the help they need for better
mental health. Until then, there are
resources all around for those feeling
depressed, alone or suicidal.
You wouldn’t sit around with a
sinus infection for three months without getting antibiotics. Why wait to
get help for your mental well-being?
Remember to reach out. Remember to
seek help.
Amanda Hume
–The writer is the publicity chair of
Active Minds at GW.

The University Counseling Center
can be reached at

Share it with us!

(202) 994-5300
H
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ping stone between adolescence
and adulthood, the University
has an obligation to uphold regarding students’ mental and
emotional well-being – all the
more so when considering the
already hefty price tag it places
on them to be a part of the community.
At Tuesday’s SA Senate
meeting, the last one of this academic year, the senate unanimously passed a non-binding
resolution written by Kaplan,
urging the University to make
counseling services free for all
students. The resolution calls
for the University to implement
some form of free counseling
by next semester, and to move
toward completely eliminating
all fees by the fall 2012 semester.
But, while the SA can pass
non-binding resolutions, it is
only those at the top of the
GW food chain who can really
change this damaging policy.
The UCC is a great resource to
have on our campus. Let’s make
it even better by joining the 93.3
percent of institutions out there
that provide free personal counseling to their students.
It’s the responsible first step
toward addressing a worrying
trend.
–The writer, a senior majoring in international affairs, is a
Hatchet columnist.

Fox shouldn't be
the focus
W

hen a student dies, the University community is understandably despondent and anguished.
It is disconcerting to realize that a single article
by Fox News is overshadowing this tragedy with the
subsequent negative reaction it has elicited.
We cannot allow our
emotions to cloud our perceptions. Although the article lacked tact and sensitivity, it is an overreaction
to accuse the author, Kelly
Chernenkoff, and Fox News,
of publishing the story with
malicious political intent.
Doing so can only distract
Dan Keylin
us from discussing what really matters in light of this
Columnist
tragedy.
The article noted a "tragic" coincidence between the suicide and President
Barack Obama’s speech at GW, which both occurred
on the same afternoon.
GW students, raw with emotion, were outraged
over what many think was a deliberate attempt by
Fox News to exploit the death in order to make a
cheap and outrageous political innuendo.
Indeed, Chernenkoff and Fox News failed to
handle the subject with proper tact. The article was
curiously categorized under the website’s “politics” section, leading many to assume that Fox implied that the suicide was in someway correlated
to or even caused by Obama’s speech. Chernenkoff
should have exercised better skill when mentioning
Obama’s appearance, knowing that it would offend
readers if not handled delicately.
I believe the story’s intent was to highlight the
sudden roller coaster the University underwent
Wednesday – first, GW had the honor of hosting the
president, and moments later, the University was
dealing with a tragic suicide. Had this point been adequately articulated in the piece, the entire debacle
could have been averted.
Sadly, the national response seems to be a kind
of politically tinged angry mob, leading its critics
to replace rationale with rage. Several liberal media
outlets, including The Huffington Post and Daily
Kos, have slammed the article, espousing their typical Fox-News-is-conservatively-biased talking point.
Students have unfortunately followed their lead.
On a Facebook group originally created with the
intent to unseat Chernenkoff from her reporting post,
politically charged comments from GW students,
such as, “this is disgusting even by Fox News standards, and that’s saying something,” and “let’s face it
fox[sic] isn’t gunna[sic] fire him….there[sic] douches
that welcome their own” have been common.
These kinds of statements are neither
productive
nor
appropriate.
Some have chosen to hypocritically inject their own
beliefs into the situation in an attempt to prove a
larger political point, diluting the tragic nature of the
situation in a sea of partisan rhetoric.
GW, we’re better than this.
At this moment, we should be memorializing the
student while readying ourselves to have a frank and
honest discussion about suicide in due time.
Using this situation as a platform to attack Fox
News’ alleged political bias shifts the focus of public
attention so far away from the student and the circumstances of his death, that once the controversy
erodes, we might have already forgotten about the
tragedy without ever giving it proper reflection in
the first place.
–The writer, a senior majoring in political science, is
a Hatchet columnist.
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Sixty STAR tour guides were on hand last Monday to give prospective students and their families tours of GW's
two residential campuses. The University hosted only three April Visit Days this year, two less than last year.

Visit days consolidated
by gabrielle marush
Senior Staff Writer
The University consolidated its April Visit Days
program this year, holding
two fewer days to increase
the number of prospective
freshmen on campus each
visit day.
The Office of Admissions opted to host three
visit days this April, with
900 visitors April 11; 900
visitors April 15; and an
estimated 1,000 visitors for
the final visit day, April 18.
“This year, we expect
to see the same number of
students and anticipate the
same high quality visit experience,” Associate Vice President and Dean of Admissions
Kathryn Napper said.
GW admitted 6,890 students to the Class of 2015.
Less than half will attend
an April Visit Day.
With students competing for fewer visiting spots,
visitor Shea Sampson said
her biggest struggle was
finding a day that was still
accepting more visitors.
“[Friday] was the only
day left open online so we
had a really hard time getting in at all,” Sampson said.
Tour guide Caleb Raymond said combining visit

"There were definitely a lot of visitors in
attendance, which I think only added to
the positive energy of the day."
Carly schildhaus
Tour Guide
STAR Program

days was intended to convince students who were
on the fence to enroll at GW
by surrounding them with
more admitted students
than in previous years.
“From my understanding... last year with five
events things went successful, but the office felt that if
we had one less, we would
have more students attending each of the other events,
which would create an opportunity for prospective
freshmen to meet more kids
who were also accepted to
the University,” Raymond
said.
Nearly 60 student guides
operated the first round of
tours last Monday to maintain small group numbers.
Senior Carly Schildhaus,
who has been a tour guide
since her freshman year,

said the first visit day did
not seem any more hectic
than last year.
“There were definitely
a lot of visitors in attendance, which I think only
added to the positive energy of the day,” Schildhaus
said. “When you have a lot
of people who are very excited at the prospect of attending GW, that’s going to
be reflected in the energy
throughout the event.”
Admitted student Grace
Flaherty said the campus
was brimming with tours.
“We tagged along on the
back end of another group.
There were so many groups
it was hard to stay with the
one you started with, but
it didn’t seem any crazier
than when I was on the tour
here last summer,” Flaherty
said Friday. u
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7 years ago...

WNBA drafts
two GW seniors.

H

14 years ago...

Two men found
guilty in murder of
grad student.
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Little girls come up and ask if you're a princess and if you have a castle.
imani bentham
Contestant
Miss Teen USA

by melissa turley
Senior Staff Writer
Maddie Hendricks has a goal for campus theater.
Inspired by the theater department’s New
Plays Festival, a yearly showcase of one-act
plays written by theater students and recent
alumni, Hendricks is canvassing campus,
asking students to write plays in any form
and on any subject.
“What if there is a student reading series that is entirely run by students, anyone
in the University can submit a play, they
don’t need to have taken an acting class?”
Hendricks said.
While many students are either involved
in student theater or involved with the theater
department, Hendricks said, the two groups
have limited overlap.
“A lot of people are very isolated in their
choice, they either only do student theater or
they only do department,” Hendricks said,
“There is a huge and extremely talented student theater population who writes and has
never gone to the department.”
Hendricks has received 13 plays, ranging in
length from seven to 45 pages. To keep up with
the submissions, the sophomore recruited junior Ariel Warmflash and freshman Elizabeth
Taufield to help her review the submissions.
“The student response has been amaz-
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Imani Bentham, juggles an internship, The Ace Magazine, a full course load and the Miss USA Teen Pageant. She will compete for the title of Miss Teen USA in July.
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My hope for this is that it
could happen every three
months, so it could be a
constant thing with feedback,
kind of like a book group.

''

maddie hendricks
Sophomore

ing,” said Hendricks. “I get e-mails every day
saying this is such a great idea.”
Taufield and Warmflash hope students will
use their project to submit any dramatic literature, especially works she describes as “something out of the box, something different.”
“I think that there is a lot of untapped potential in both of those worlds, and I think,
if combined, they could produce really unbelievable theater,” Warmflash said.
Hendricks plans to select five plays to be
performed and directed by students at the
end of April as part of her theatrical event.
Hendricks would like to grow the production in the future and annually showcase
new plays.
“My hope for this is that it could happen every three months, so it could be a constant thing with feedback, kind of like a book
group,” said Hendricks.
Hendricks, Warmflash and Taufield all
hope to inspire students, both in and outside
of the theater community, to write new plays.
“I foresee the GW talent pool growing immensely over the next few years and I hope
people take the opportunity to show off what
they’ve got,” said Warmflash. u

Winning the crown
Sophomore's juggling act of school and pageants
by hayley burgess
Hatchet Reporter
Pageant stereotypes have portrayed female contestants as bathing-suit-wearing,
stage-strutting, baton-juggling lovers of
world peace.
Sophomore and Miss Teen USA 2011
contestant Imani Bentham challenges these
oversimplified conceptions.
Bentham doesn’t juggle a baton, but
instead balances classes, an internship,
membership in the Black Student Union,
pageant responsibilities and work as assistant editor-in-chief of The Ace Magazine.
Following senior and fellow pageant
contestant Meagan Allen's suggestion,
Bentham entered the intensive two-day
event and won the title of Miss Teen District of Columbia.
“I’d never done it before or seen it before,” Bentham said. “I was just kind of
there for the experience.”
After winning the competition at the
district level, Bentham said she was required to compete in the Miss Teen USA
pageant as a representative of D.C.
“[At the national level] there are 50
more girls, and my competition in D.C.
was 10,” Bentham said.
Balancing both school and pageant

preparation became a critical skill Bentham
had to master. She said it hasn’t been easy,
but she’s been able to work it out through
time management, organization and the
support of those around her.
“A lot of the time I’ll be on the computer and have one tab up for Blackboard, and
then next to it have my Teen USA profile
up to see if anyone else has been voting for
me, and... if I do a paper, I have to text my
state director and say I need two hours for
the paper and then we can talk,” she said.
While Bentham says professors have allowed her to make up missed events, and
her internship has permitted her to have a
flexible schedule, she would like more recognition from GW.
“The administration doesn’t know [that
GW has girls competing in pageants] and I
think it’s a disadvantage,” Bentham said. “It
would be great to have the University know
that someone from their school is competing
as a representative in the competition.”
Maintaining the pageant’s standards of
behavior as a role model for younger girls
has been another area of focused attention
for Bentham.
“It has become more difficult because
you’re on a college campus,” Bentham
said. “With social media it’s hard to contain what images get out... If someone

even assumes something is happening, it
can be a problem. I’ve been trying to keep
a low key social life.”
Bentham has furthered her image as a
role model by participating in community service events and encouraging young
girls to embrace their own unique characteristics.
“Little girls come up and ask if you’re
a princess and if you have a castle,” she
said. “During the year, I hope to get to
continue with volunteer experience, to get
to talk with girls and inspire them to compete... To let them know it’s OK to be kind
of quirky. You don’t necessarily have to fit
a certain mold to be in a pageant.”
At the start of her journey to pageant
glory, Bentham wasn’t sure just what mold
she fit into. Despite her feelings of uncertainty, she is glad she participated and is
looking forward to where this experience
could lead.
“I can’t believe I’ve been juggling so
much, but I really think it’s for the best,”
she said. “I don’t know where I’m going to
take this, where it’s going to take me... I’m
just kind of going along for the ride right
now, I guess.”
The Miss Teen USA pageant will be
held at Atlantis Paradise Island, Bahamas
July 16. u

Student bands battle against cancer
by jennie krems
Hatchet Reporter
Bands from across the country took the stage
in the Marvin Center Saturday to compete and
raise money to fight cancer.
Five local bands, The Mighty Heard,
The Couillard Brothers Band, The Legend
Lives On, Sam Fox-Hartin and Que Crivella brought an eclectic musical mix to the
stage. The Mighty Heard, a mid-Atlantic
funk collaboration, ultimately
triumphed, winning the
competition for the second consecutive year.
The grand prize,
funded by the 9:30
Club, was six hours
of recording time at
House Studio DC at
The Rock and Roll
Hotel. The audience
choice award went to
metal group The Legend Lives On.
The event’s judges
– Jesse Overton from
the 9:30 Club and
two representatives
from WRGW, Jesse Regis and Matt
Kalan – doled out
the awards.
“Overall,
I
thought most of
the bands were
really good.
I
mean definitely
an eclectic sound
from the five
bands,” Overton,
Becky crowder | Hatchet
PHOTOGRAPHER
who has judged
The Couillard Brothers,
the event for the
formed two years ago
last four years,
at the Naval Academy,
said.
includes brothers Ryan
The event
and Kyle Couillard.
raises
money

for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. St.
Jude's never requires patients' families to pay
for treatment, making donations crucial to the
hospital.
Saturday marked the fifth year Marci Hurtado and her 11-year-old daughter Karina Hurtado, who was diagnosed with cancer at age 3,
shared their family’s own personal story of their
battle with cancer with the audience. The Hurtados attribute Karina’s success to the unique
treatments and services that St. Jude’s Hospital
provided.
“Hearing the little girl’s story really made
me appreciative of the opportunity to be here
and to give back to St. Jude’s Hospital. I think
it’s wonderful that we could come and have a
good time, but at the same time be supportive of

the hospital,” senior Jazmine Dorsey said.
About 200 people came out to listen to
the bands, dance and support St. Jude’s. The
event also had a drawing for prizes, including a weekend stay at any Best Western hotel
in the country and a one-hour facial at Aveda
in Georgetown.
“The turnout this year has been absolutely
phenomenal, because I think the diversity of the
bands has been spread out so it draws crowds
for each individual band,” senior and Epsilon
Sigma Alpha treasurer Liz Waltz said. Epsilon
Sigma Alpha hosted the battle of the bands and
raised more than $4,000 this year.
“Always bigger and better,” philanthropy
chair Alina Czaplicki, looking ahead to next
year’s event. u
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Funk collaboration The Mighty Heard took home the judge's choice award, the top prize of the night.
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Student Association to focus on student outreach
by sarah ferris
Hatchet Staff Writer
John Richardson and Ted
Costigan are putting student
outreach as a top priority for
their tenure as the student
body's top leaders.
Richardson and Costigan,
president-elect and executive vice
president-elect, respectively, plan
to organize a new Office of Student Outreach over the summer.
Each representative in the
outreach office will come up
with specific initiatives over
the summer, regarding issues
that will ultimately comprise
an agenda for Richardson and
Costigan to address with University officials in the fall.
“Each ambassador is like a
sponge,” Richardson said. “They
try to figure out what’s going on
with their group and what’s going
on with other groups, and then relay that information back to us.”
Richardson said his team will
also launch a major overhaul of
communication between the SA
and students over the summer,

"A lot of what we
achieve during the
year, especially the
bigger stuff, is started
in the summer."
John richardson
President-Elect
Student Association

starting off with a newly designed
website – the third new website
for the SA in as many years.
Richardson stressed that the
new communication strategy will
allow students to know what is
going on within the SA on a regular basis. Improving communication between students and the SA
is a goal that has appeared on the
shared vision of every set of SA
leaders for the past four years.
The SA-to-student relationship will be even more important
this summer, as student groups

ANC approves
outdoor dining
Avenue eatery
plans garden,
patio seating
by evan koslof and
samantha stone
Hatchet Reporters
A new restaurant set to
open next month received
support from the Foggy Bottom and West End Advisory
Neighborhood Commission to
open an outdoor seating area
and garden in the summer.
Stephen Gavula, the
owner of Circa, presented
his request to receive a 45day trial for this outside
space at the ANC’s monthly
meeting Wednesday. The
ANC commissioners passed
it unanimously.
The restaurant, located
at 23rd and Eye streets, will
have an outdoor seating area
along the sidewalk.
There will be approximately 126 seats indoors
and 76 seats outside once
the restaurant fully opens.
About 14 of these seats will
be bar seating.
Gavula said he is “willing
to negotiate” the hours that
the outside café will be open.
The restaurant is currently
scheduled to be open until
midnight Mondays through
Thursdays, until 1 a.m. Fridays and Saturdays and until
11 p.m. Sundays.
“We want to be good
neighbors,” Gavula said. He
added that neither of the
restaurant's locations have
received any landlord or resident complaint.
At the same meeting,
the ANC rejected a proposal
by local nightclub Shadow
Room, located at 2131 K St.,
to build a summer garden
outside of the venue.
Commissioners
voted
4-0 Wednesday against the
construction of a summer
garden – a small outside

H

gwhatchet

seating area for the club’s
guests – citing concerns over
noise control, property damage and safety issues.
Commissioner Florence
Harmon said, after almost a
year of dealing with Shadow
Room, she has lost patience.
“We’ve been to hearing
after hearing,” she said at the
meeting. “I don’t have a lot
of confidence that you will
move these people anywhere
or take any responsibility for
your guests.”
This isn’t the first time
the ANC has opposed the
Shadow Room's business
operations. Conflict between
Shadow Room and the ANC
began last October when five
residents filed a complaint
against the club, asking for
the Alcholic Beverage Control
Board to reject the renewal of
its liquor license.
Then, in January, Shadow Room’s owners applied
to add a new club on the
floor below, to be called
Sanctuary 21. The ANC
voted unanimously against
both the liquor license and
new club application.
The ABC Board gave a
different ruling in both cases,
renewing Shadow Room’s
liquor license and then accepting the application for
Sanctuary 21.
Shadow Room owner
Swaptak Das said he is hopeful the ABC Board will act
similarly in the current case
of the outdoor area, saying his club has never been
convicted of any violations
by the Alcoholic Beverage
Regulation Administration,
an agency that overlooks the
ABC Board.
“We’ve got a good track
record,” he said. “And we
stand by that.”
The ANC’s vote will be
given to the ABC Board for
a formal hearing, which will
take place following a period of negotiations between
Shadow Room and the ANC.
The date of this hearing has
not yet been set. u
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seek to navigate the new funding
process determined last week by
the SA Senate.
Richardson said he plans to
keep in touch with student leaders to help them adjust to the new
budget process.
He also plans to work on
keeping the University's cost of
attendance down.
Although the University offers “fixed tuition,” Richardson
said there are many small fees
that slowly accumulate and make
it tough on students.
Costigan also has a list of
personal objectives. One of his
key campaign issues was to
reduce the cost of printing at
Gelman Library. He hopes to
work with University officials
to establish a “fair price.”
Both Richardson and Costigan
plan to develop their goals further
over the summer term.
“A lot of what we achieve during the year, especially the bigger
stuff, is started in the summer. As
soon as the school year ends and I
am sworn in, that’s when we get
started,” Richardson said. u
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The Student Association's next leaders John Richardson, left, and Ted Costigan plan to
finalize their goals over the summer with a focus on student outreach.
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Louis Nelson: My job is cooler than yours

by Louis nelson
Sports Editor
Even as I sit down to write
the first sentence of the last
thing I’ll ever write for this
paper, it baffles me that somebody at The Hatchet thought
it was a good idea to pay me
to watch sports.
It’s really a pretty cool gig
when you think about it. Yeah,
there are a lot of late hours
and long road trips and early
flights involved, and yeah,
sometimes coaches feed you
three-sentence answers after
a loss, but all things considered, there isn’t a better job on
campus than the one I’ve been
lucky enough to hold for the
past year and a half.
The ironic thing is, there
probably isn’t an address on
campus with more complaints
per building than 2140 G Street.
Journalism, especially college
journalism, is a needy thing. Reporters need interviews, editors
need stories, photo needs you
to budget and everyone probably needs a little extra sleep. It’s
hard to walk into The Hatchet
on a production night and not
find someone calling a source
for the third time in an hour, a
closed-door screaming match
or some staffers dealing with
the reality that they have papers
due tomorrow that they won’t
be starting until after midnight.
It would be easy to assume that
everyone at The Hatchet hates
their jobs, and I wouldn’t blame
you for thinking it.
Looking back on it now
though, all that negativity
seems kind of silly to me. Of
course, sometimes you have
to vent a little bit and release
your frustration, but the more
I think about it, the more I start
to regret every second I spent
frustrated or upset with the
demands of my job. I can’t say
this for sure, but I’d be willing

to wager that nobody had more
fun doing their job this semester than I did. The opportunity
to do something, anything, at
as high a level as we do college
journalism at The Hatchet is
one of the best things I’ve ever
been a part of. There’s a lot of
luck involved in having the opportunity to write this today,
so it seems like a good time to
think about all the breaks that
went my way, allowing me to
get to this point.
I’m lucky, first, that Alberg ever let me write for his
section as a clueless sophomore and I’m luckier still that
he saw something in me that
I didn’t see in myself and let
me cover women’s basketball. He was nice enough to
let me learn the basics on the
fly and coach me through
some mistakes without destroying my confidence.
I’m lucky too that I got to
work as a contributing editor
for Dan, somebody whose talent is really only exceeded by
his willingness to tolerate me
while I shook off the rust of
a semester abroad and teach
me how to do my job the right
way. I, more than anything,
valued his praise, and having such incredibly big shoes
to fill was the toughest part of
my job this year.
I’m really lucky that Elizabeth is still willing to talk to
me despite all the crap I've
given her, and I’m lucky that I
get to feel like I’m leaving the
section in incredibly capable
hands. All of you are lucky
too, since you’ll get to read her
stuff next year and beyond.
She’s gonna be good.
I was incredibly lucky that
Byers ever hired me to come
on staff in the first place, and
lucky that Nacin and Scire and
the rest of the seniors made
the awkward gangly new kid
feel like he belonged. I tried
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Louis Nelson will miss enjoying Domino's pizza before men's and women's
basketball games. He won't miss smelling like garlic once he's done eating.

not to show it, but I felt really
cool when I talked to them.
Somehow, French has continued to trust me all year long
and I’m probably lucky she
hasn’t stabbed me. I would
have run out of patience with
myself a long time ago, and
the fact that she continued to
let me run my section pretty
autonomously is incredible.
The Hatchet itself is lucky too

that she’s hanging around for
another year. I can’t think of
anybody else I’d want running the paper.
Being around talented
people inspires you to do better
work, and I was lucky to share
an office with some of the most
impressive people on campus.
I can’t imagine doing the work
that Gabe, Andrea, Amy, Morgenstern and Priya did this

year, and I can’t imagine what
it’s like for most of them to work
for Emily Cahn. I would guess
that there are probably some
poop jokes involved though,
and maybe a visit or two to the
nearest stairwell.
I got lucky that my sports
budget held out all year, that I
got to spend a killer weekend
in Portland with Viktors and
that Anne managed to stay
awake with me on the drives
back from Pittsburgh. Philly
and Richmond. I lucked out
that Michelle, Chris, Jordan,
Francis and the entire photo
staff continually did some of
their best work for my page.
I’m lucky Cory made it
his mission to make my page
look incredible this year, and
I lucked out that Rachel, Allison and Shady Eve tolerated
me demanding to write headlines on one of their computers. I’m lucky too that Hadley,
Rachel, Dev and Connor kept
the Internet working and got
my liveblogs up and running.
None of them get the credit
they deserve.
As much as I complained
about it, I am, I guess, lucky
that I got to sit on ed-board
with a group of people that
thinks critically about the
kinds of things that most students totally ignore. More
than the hours we spent in edboard though, I’ll remember
Annu teaching me to dougie
on the boardwalk in Ocean
City and Lyndsey teaching me
our secret handshake.
To her face, I’d probably
joke that I’m lucky that I saw
Erica at all this year, but behind her back, I’d tell you that
I’m really lucky I met her at the
beginning of my sophomore
year when she convinced
me to work for The Hatchet.
With so much estrogen flying around the townhouse,
I’m lucky too that Justin hung

around most production
nights to make tasteless jokes
and grow beards with me.
I’m lucky that Domino’s
changed its recipe, making the
free pizza before basketball
games that much more desirable. More than that, I’m lucky
that GW’s teams, athletic department and sports information office are all populated by
so many good and hard-working people who were willing
to offer their help whenever
they could.
Outside of The Hatchet,
I’ve been lucky enough to have
a group of friends willing to
be my escape from the townhouse. Matt, Azim, K-Pax,
Tyne and the rest of the girls
have all been instrumental at
one point or another in me not
going insane, and they should
know that I appreciate it.
I’ve said from day one that
I’m preposterously lucky to
have tricked somebody like
Becky into dating me. I’m not
sure where I’d be without her,
but I can tell you that very little
about my life would be as good
if she and I had never met. Everything, Hatchet included, is
better with her around.
And although I’d hate to
admit it in print, I’m lucky
that my mom and dad pushed
me to join The Hatchet and
pushed me to take advantage of every opportunity that
came my way. I hope they feel
like the 52 large per year was a
good investment.
Really what all of it boils
down to is that I’m lucky that
The Hatchet came into my
life when it did. It’s given me
friendships and memories and
hopefully a career path — gifts
that I doubt I’ll ever be able
to repay to such an amazing
place. Working in the townhouse was the best decision
I’ve ever made, and I’m lucky
I ever got the chance. -30-

Madeleine Morgenstern: Breaking into the Hatchet family
by Madeleine morgenstern
Campus News Editor
I remember my first time
walking into the townhouse.
It was the first weekend of
freshman year, during an
open house, and I went on a
whim — a friend thought it
would be cool to check out.
I wish I could say it
was fate from the moment I
walked up the narrow, rickety staircase and took in the
years of living history on the
walls... but it wasn’t. Despite
the police scanner crackling
in the background and Roper’s best efforts to sell me
on the fact that I would be
able to Google myself, I only
wrote sporadically at first.
Things picked up though,
and by second semester, I was
taking on more assignments,
and come March I thought it
wouldn’t be a bad idea to apply for an editor spot.
It was.
With only about a dozen
stories under my belt, I realize now there was no way
I was getting a position on
staff as a sophomore. But in
doing so, I realized something. What I had previously thought of as just a
casual relationship with The
Hatchet became much more.
I wanted in.
Being told "no" spurred
me to take on more, to write
front-page stories, to interview former University President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg and to take on strange
assignments, including one
about the odd world of alternate reality games.

That is, until I got turned
down again the following
year.
By now, I had the Hatchet bug bad. Heading into
my junior year, I took on the
Student Association beat in
an effort to stay as involved
as I could. I wrote weekly,
picked Hatchet work over
homework and got my first
taste of 2 a.m. nights when
conspiratorial SA senators
wanted to meet up and chat
about gossip and tips.
So when editor interviews rolled around again,
this was it. Last chance.
Thank God French hired
me even though I fucked up
that copy test.
Come senior year, I was
finally in! Finally on staff,
the thing I’d wanted most for
more than two years. And I
was terrified.
The Hatchet is a major
commitment, staffed by hardcore journalism kids who
love what they do and get a
rush out of telling students’
stories and holding the University accountable. At our
first meeting, Justin told us
all to look around, because
the people gathered in that
room would become a family, brought together by the
kind of closeness that only
comes from late nights and
squabbling over last-minute
decisions. (Justin continues
to be fond of a similar exercise every Sunday.)
And he was absolutely
right. It took me a little while
to get here, but it was worth
every damn minute.
Nat, you were my first

editor. Thank you for showing me the ropes and for
calming me down after Fukuyama made me cry while
covering my second-ever
story. Alexa, you told me I
was a good writer and made
me feel important by giving
me bigger stuff. Amanda,
you were a great mentor and
helped keep me sane during
my year on the SA beat.
To my writers, thank you
for all of your hard work this
year. It has been a privilege
and an honor to watch you
grow as journalists. Sarah,
they’re just big kids with fake
titles — learn a lot and kick
some ass. You’re going to be
fantastic next year. Amanda,
Gabi and Chelsea — it’s going to be stressful, but it’s
also going to be the most fun
you’ve ever had. Cherish it.
Annu and Lyndsey, no
prodo night is complete without stopping downstairs for
a visit. You’re both amazing,
talented and strong women.
Gabe, it started with
lunch with a notable alumnus back in October, and I
feel like you haven’t stopped
making me laugh since. If I
had your talent for speechmaking, this would be much
easier and we would all be
laughing a lot more.
To the news staff, even
though we kvetched during
long Friday-night editing
sessions, fretting over incomplete stories, bitching about
the Ministry of Truth and
listening to Amy go gangsta
when writers missed deadlines — I secretly loved every
one of them.

Priya, I still don’t understand all those noises you
make, but your sunshiny
personality and absolute
love for this paper are a joy
to be around. You’re going
to go far.
Andrea, my campus partner in crime, I was absolutely
delighted when you joined
news. You’re one of my favorite people to talk to, and
to drink with.
Amy, I knew after riding shotgun in your car to
Ocean City we were going to
hit it off. You regularly make
me snort with laughter over
the outlandish things that
come out of your mouth. I
hope you get to cover Ice-T
one day.
Cahn, there are no words.
I feel like you’re an institution,
and I have learned so much
under you. If there’s one person who will make it in this
suffering journalism field,
without a doubt it’s you.
French, you gave me the
most amazing opportunity
anyone could give. I’m constantly in awe of how you
handle yourself and this
paper. The Hatchet is truly
lucky to have you for another year.
To the Directorate — Emily, Jake, Andrew and Betsy
— thank you for putting up
with my chronic Hatchet-related absenteeism. Ours is a
unique group, and I couldn’t
ask for better friends.
Dan, you are the most
wonderful, kindest and most
patient man. Thank you for
not complaining when I had
to interrupt a date to take

anne wernikoff | PHOTO editor

Madeleine Morgenstern wades in the water while reading The Hatchet.

a phone call or e-mailed a
writer under the table. We’re
quite a pair. I love you.
Mom, Dad, Adam and
Michael, I am who I am because of you. Thank you for
all of your love and encouragement. Aunt Erika, thank

you for helping me get here
at all.
To those who will come
after us, remember we’re the
ones who keep the University in line. Enjoy it, give them
hell — and please, get some
new chairs. -30-

DEPARTING EDITORS
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Chris Gregory: Waiting for the moment

by CHRIS GREGORY
Senior Staff Photographer
I’m not one to write
about my own experiences.
I figure if I just show people,
they will be able to imagine
it for themselves. That’s
why I take pictures.
But as I sit down to write
what seems like an endless
30 column inches, I realize
that photography has its
limits. It can’t convey the
smell of old food after special issue production nights
or the amount of dust under
the photo desk. A photograph also cannot do justice
to what breathing a cloud
of tear gas feels like or the
intimacy of being let into
somebody’s life and photographing it.
My three years at The
Hatchet has taught me more
than I ever learned in a
classroom – no offense to my
professors. Former photo
editor Nick Gingold opened
my eyes to what photojournalism is, how to do it and
why. Since he critiqued my
first contact sheet, nothing
has been the same. Each
time I wish I had changed
my tilt or panned a bit to the
right, I understand that being a good photographer is
a process.
It has also shown me
what an immigrant’s last day
of work is like after working tirelessly for 50 years to
raise a family. The Hatchet
has also allowed me to hear
the voice of a man shedding
his past and embracing the
future as a woman. It has let
me into the lives of people at
their most joyous moments
and their most painful. I’ve
realized that it is these moments of change that make
up memory and build the
future. As I go ahead into
the world of professional
photojournalism, each time
I put the viewfinder to my
eye, I will recall all the lessons learned on assignment
during my tenure at The
Hatchet.
Photojournalism teaches you patience. It’s about
waiting for the blink-of-aneye moment that will tell the
entire story, and not missing
it. But we’ve all missed the
winning shot at some point
in time. Having a community of people to make

mistakes with you or help
you through learning from
them is what The Hatchet
does best. If you are committed to learning a craft,
The Hatchet will help you
perfect it. Whether it has
been showing me camera
mechanics, editing my copy
or being an excellent businessperson, the entire staff
has something to teach.
Covering breaking stories, covering memorials,
running out barely awake
to cover a fire, speaks to the
learned commitment the
news teams instills in everybody. The news staff’s
countless phone calls, endless questions and relationships on campus are how
the paper is really made.
Their hard work is what has
taught me how to be a journalist.
That said, there are moments in every journalist’s career when you are
pushed to the limit of your
abilities. Assignments that
require you to put everything you’ve learned into
practice and even learn a
few things along the way.
I have learned a lot at The
Hatchet, but nothing could
have prepared me for being
in the thick of a full-blown
violent riot.
Last summer, I worked
for my hometown newspaper in San Juan, Puerto
Rico. On one of my days
off, hundreds of protesters of all ages stormed the
capitol building to protest
recent government policy. I
decided it would be a good
event to try out a new audio
recorder I had just gotten,
but when taunts were exchanged, riot police flooded
onto the steps to disperse
the crowd. As protesters resisted, the officers began to
break formation and beat
people to the ground.
Caught in the middle, I
discovered I was the only
photographer
covering
the abuse from within the
crowd. All of the other photographers were shooting
from far away, behind the
police lines. At this moment,
I realized that if I didn’t document this, nobody would.
Despite the danger, it was
my responsibility to the
people in front of me and to
the readers of the newspa-

per to show what was going
on. This was the first time I
realized so viscerally what it
meant to be a photojournalist. That day was what every
headshot, every speaker in
the Elliott School and every
basketball game I covered
had prepared me for.
But as I get ready to
graduate, I have realized
one important thing that
I think all students at GW
should understand regardless of their major: Work for
yourself, not toward what
others want you to. It's easy
to get caught up in beefing
up your resume and networking; it's Washington,
it’s what we do. But when
I look back at my college
career, it’s not my internship at The Washington Post
or shooting on Capitol Hill
or even photographing the
president that will stand
out. What I will remember
most vividly are the moments I stepped out of my
comfort zone, the moments
I skipped class to shoot assignments and the moments
I took pictures because I
wanted to.

Top: Chris Gregory | Senior staff photographer Bottom: Photo courtesy of nick ginGold

Top: Chris Gregory stood alone behind a lens while photographing police brutality during student riots in
Puerto Rico. Bottom: Chris looks to capture the moment during a Congressional hearing last spring.

Passion is the true mark
of success – not a diploma,
not awards, not fancy jobs.
But passion without con-

stant learning is nothing.
So slow down and look
around. Every moment in
life teaches you a lesson,

just like every good photograph reveals something
about what it depicts by
freezing time. -30-
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Silver Line Metro project to Dulles delayed by one year
by Elise apelian
Hatchet Reporter
Dulles Airport’s Authority
Board of Directors approved an
underground stop for the Silver
Line Metro last week, adding a
one-year delay to the expected
completion of the line.
The Dulles stop is the last
of a two-phase project to connect Metro service from East
Falls Church to Tyson’s Corner, later including Dulles and
Loudoun County, Va. Phase
two, originally expected to be
finished in 2016, has now been
rescheduled for completion in
2017 due to the change from
an above-ground to an underground stop.
“Plans for the Silver Line
began in the 1960s but it wasn’t
until the 1990s that the political, business and residential
wills all came together to actually get the project going,”
Dulles Corridor Metrorail Project Communications Director
Marcia McAllister said. “It has
been a very long process.”
The first phase of the Sil-

UW
from p. 1
The faculty and administrative offices for the
writing program will move
to the renovated Ames
Hall, which was formerly a
dining hall.
“The renovation of
Ames Hall allows us to offer more classes, particularly classes for first year
students,” Dean of the Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences Peg Barratt
said.
With the addition of
almost 300 students living
in West Hall last fall, the
Mount Vernon Campus has
increasingly become a center for freshman life.
“Moving this writing
class, a freshman requirement, is a practical solution,
since hundreds of first-year
students live at the Vern,
and many professors already
teach there,” Barratt said.
"I think it sounds like it
might be a bit of an inconvenience, but it's understandable," Jenna Bernick,
an incoming freshman from
Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.,
said. "I feel like I wouldn't
have a reason to go [to the

ver Line, service from East
Falls Church to Tyson’s Corner, should be completed at
a cost of about $3.1 billion.
Phase two, which would include service to Dulles and
Loudoun County, Va., should
be completed by 2017 and
cost an additional $3.5 billion,
McAllister said.
“The primary reason for
our push back of phase two
was that we were waiting
to see where the location [at
Dulles] would actually be,
and now our engineers can
start working out the specific
designs,” McAllister said.
While students are already
able to take the Blue Line Metro to Reagan National Airport,
many still opt to take alternative transportation to Dulles
or Baltimore Washington International Airport due to typically cheaper flights. Both are
inaccessible by Metro.
“If there was a Metro stop
to Dulles I would absolutely
use it,” sophomore Alana
Murphy said. Murphy also
pointed out that Metro access

would also allow her to compare the costs of flights at Reagan and Dulles without factoring in the additional costs of
transportation.
SuperShuttle, a transportation service commonly used
to get to and from airports,
costs a minimum of $25 to go
from Foggy Bottom to Dulles.
The trip from Foggy Bottom to
Reagan on the Metro ranges
from $1.60 to $2.80, depending
on time of day and if a SmarTrip is used.
“I mean, I think it’s great
that you’ll be able to take the
Metro to Dulles, but I wish I
would be able to use it before I
graduate,” freshman Kathleen
Gilliland said.
Of the total $7.2 billion
budgeted for the project, only
$900 million of the funding
will come from the federal
government, and that must be
spent on phase one, not phase
two. The rest of the funding
will come from state and local governments as well as the
revenue generated by Dulles’
Toll Road in the airport. u

Vern] otherwise."
Carol Hayes, a University Writing professor
who currently teaches on
the Mount Vernon Campus, said the change could
negatively impact students
who are required to take
the course in a separate
location from their other
classes.
Hayes said the benefits
of teaching on the smaller
and more isolated campus.
She said she looked forward to having more classroom space and closer contact with her students who
currently live on the Vern.
“There are concerns
about how much contact
we will have with our students,” Hayes said. “I [have
seen] them this whole year
because many of them live
on the Vern.”
This will be the second
University department to
be moved to the Vern, following the philosphy department, which will also
be relocated to the campus
from Foggy Bottom in January 2012.
The Interior Design
Program, the forensic sciences department and the
Women's Leadership Program are also housed on the
Vern. u

CONCERT
from p. 1
10 topics suggested by audience members, including
Smurfs, partying and Alpha
Phi.
They ended their set
with their remix of the
well-known MGMT song,
“Kids.”
Although the crowd
thinned during the break
between performers, the
room filled up again when
Posner took the stage.

CI
from p. 1
the matriculation fee.
There are no current plans to
charge students in graduate and
professional programs the additional $100 upon enrollment,
Chernak said.
He added that an additional
fee when students enter the University is much better for alumni
relations, rather than an additional fee as students leave.
“A lot of schools do it this
way, have them pay a matriculation fee rather than a graduation
fee,” Chernak said. “It’s a lot less

used under creative commons license

Approval for an underground Metro station at Dulles Airport will delay the completion timeline of the
Silver Line by one year. The Metro stop was originally slated to be above ground.

“Both artists killed it,
Chiddy Bang is one of the
best rappers I’ve seen and
Posner is definitely one of
the up-and-coming stars,”
Program Board concert
chair Daniel Reef said.
As performer Chiddy
exited the Smith Center, he
said he had a fantastic time.
“Great energy, thumbs
up for GW,” he said.
Senior Sophia Carter said she liked Chiddy
Bang’s show so much, she
would pay to see them at
the 9:30 Club.
“I liked the freestyle

part,” Carter said.
While singing “Bow
Chicka Wow Wow,” Posner
danced with a female student on stage and gave her a
giant teddy bear to go along
with the line, “I brought you
flowers and a teddy.”
He kissed the girl on the
cheek before a stage crew
member escorted her off
stage.
Posner ’s
face
was
streaked with sweat as he
did his signature bob-upand-down dance move
throughout the show. He
played a white piano and

painful and builds much better
alumni relations if people pay it
at one time when they first start
and they don’t pay it exiting the
door."
The matriculation fee will be
taken into account when considering students’ financial aid awards,
Chernak said. Graduation fees
were not previously considered in
determining need-based awards.
Katz said the reasoning behind the fee, as opposed to raising tuition, is to keep overall costs
down.
“We’ve been trying to keep
our tuition, the base tuition, as
low as possible,” Katz said.
–Andrea Vittorio contributed to
this report.

a drum that sprayed glitter
when he banged it with the
drumsticks.
He also descended into
the crowd twice, and performed an encore of his latest hit, “Cooler than Me,” in
a GW jersey.
Freshman Corey Barton
said his favorite part was
the joint performance by
Posner and Chiddy Bang.
“It was interesting because people were falling,
people were pushing, people were like, 'Oh my God
it’s Mike Posner,' ” Barton
said. u

LAL
from p. 1
Lal said, referring to deportation cases involving students. “I know how to do
deportation defense.”
An online petition to
halt Lal’s deportation and
place her on track for legal
status has garnered more
than 1,000 signatures.
Lal said she is confident
the case against her will be
dropped within a couple
of months, but she is concerned because it surfaced
on the cusp of her final ex-

ams at the Law School.
“If I’m spending more
time doing my deportation
defense than I am studying
in law school, that’s a problem,” Lal said. Her friends
at the Law School plan to
hold a fundraiser after exams to help offset her legal
fees.
If she were deported
back to Fiji, Lal said, her family – the entirety of which
resides in the U.S. – would
likely be placed on welfare.
“It would be another adjustment all over again,” Lal
said, adding that she does
not anticipate she will actually face deportation. u
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Campus life

jobs

Elliott school graduation
tickets. Help family is
coming in for graduation
and I need tickets to the
Elliott school commencement. Will pay for tickets
! Contact mgduranmom@
aol.com. Email mgduranmom@aol .com

Models wanted for testing digital photography
and video. All body types,
nationalities, ages over 18
considered. Pay $10/hour,
call (571)319-9999.
Sitters Wanted. $12+ per
hour. Register free for
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(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

jobs near campus or home.
www.student-sitters.com
Lifeguards. Positions in
Md,VA,DC. FT/PT. Flexible Schedule. Must be able
to swim. Free Training.
Competitive pay. VA: 703996-1300 ext.128, MD/DC:
301-210-4200 ext. 107

Office Manager/Administrative Assistant
Busy downtown (Washington Circle) psychiatric
practice needs full-time office manager, starting May
1st (some flexibility). Fouryear undergraduate degree
absolutely necessary (May
2011 graduates acceptable).
Perfect springboard for

someone headed towards
graduate school. Reply by
email or fax to 202-7751185, Attn: Meghan. Less
than full-time also possible.
Email jkatzow@gmail.com

services
PROOFREADING SERVICES AT JUST TWO

CENTS A WORD
Document Writing and
tutoring available as well.
Basic proofreading at just
two cents a word. Raise
your grade by turning in
a report free of typos and
perfect grammar. For rush
jobs, call DocWriter at 571239-7712 or visit http://
www.docwriter.com

GWorld Merchants &
Super Saver Coupons

TO BE INCLUDED IN THIS SPECIAL PROMOTION, CONACT YOUR SALES REP OR CALL (202) 994-7682
DEADLINE FOR MERCHANTS PAGE: Prior Thursday, 4pm

Call NOW!! - Limited Number of Participants - Call NOW!!
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The number of years in a row the men's tennis
team was upset in the A-10 men's tennis
championship before the Colonials won Saturday.

Men's Tennis Atlantic 10 championship

Baseball swept in series
against Fordham

GW earns perfect record in tournament

The baseball team was swept
by Fordham over the weekend,
falling in each game of its threegame series.
Friday’s game featured six
lead changes before Fordham
earned a walk-off 8-7 win in
the bottom of the ninth. Junior
catcher Jimmy Best hit a solo
home run in the second, and
the Colonials (10-26) added two
more runs in the third with RBIs
from senior centerfielder Brendon Kelliher and sophomore
outfielder Tyler McCarthy. GW
and Fordham traded runs until
the game was tied at 7 heading
into the ninth, when the Rams
scored the winning run off an
RBI single. Senior pitcher Bobby
Lucas threw four and one-third
innings, allowing five runs and
earning five strikeouts.
Saturday was another close
game, with Fordham picking up
its 5-4 victory in another walk-off
victory. The Colonials had a 3-0
lead coming out of the third inning, but the Rams scored four
runs in the bottom half of the
fourth to take the lead. GW tied
it in the seventh, and the game
headed into extra innings before
Fordham was able to score the
game-winning run in the tenth.
Sophomore
Kenny
O’Brien
pitched four innings of shutout
relief.
Fordham clinched its weekend sweep Sunday with a 4-1 victory, GW’s seventh loss in their
last eight games. Senior pitcher
Tommy Gately pitched seven innings, allowing four runs, six hits,
and throwing six strikeouts. The
Colonials earned their only run
in the top of the sixth inning, off
of freshman shortstop Brookes
Townsend’s sacrifice fly.
GW next takes on UMBC in
Baltimore April 19 at 6 p.m.

by joel goldberg
Hatchet Staff Writer
Sunday afternoon at the Dwight Davis Tennis Center in St. Louis, the men’s tennis team
doused head coach Greg Munoz with a cooler
of water.
The Colonials had just clinched their first
Atlantic 10 tournament championship since
1979, and their first NCAA tournament berth in
program history. It was an especially meaningful victory for GW after it was upset for three
straight years in the tournament.
“There was a lot of pain that was released,”
Munoz said. “A lot of suffering that we’d had
over the last four years with my seniors. It was
tears and happiness.”
GW entered the tournament with an undefeated conference record and a No. 1 seed for
the fourth straight season. Friday, the Colonials
played their way to a 4-0 quarterfinal victory
over Saint Joseph’s. Saturday, the team faced
Duquesne in the semifinal round, again walking away with a 4-0 match victory. GW was
headed to the finals – and slated to square off
against Xavier.
For the two of the last three tournaments,
GW faced off against Xavier in the final round of
the conference championship. Both times, Xavier had sent the Colonials back to Foggy Bottom
with a second place trophy.
“It feels like you worked so hard for nothing,” senior Erik Hannah said. “Every time it was
so close and we just couldn’t get over the hump.
And that’s what makes today so much sweeter.”
GW’s doubles teams set the tone for the
match immediately. Senior Christopher Kushma
and sophomore Alexander van Gils picked up
the first doubles win with an 8-1 victory, followed by freshmen duo Viktor Svensson and Ulrik Thomsen, who grabbed an 8-2 win to secure
the doubles point for the Colonials.
The Colonials’ momentum from their doubles victory spurred them on as they headed into
singles play. Senior Erik Hannah earned GW’s
first singles victory, defeating his opponent 6-0,
6-0 at the No. 4 singles spot. Van Gils earned another point for the Colonials at the No. 6 slot, and
Kushma cemented the victory with his singles
win. All of GW’s singles victories were earned in
straight sets, the sort of punctuation point Mu-

COURTESY OF gw sports information

Senior Christopher Kushma helped cement GW's A-10 men's tennis championship Sunday, contributing a
singles win over Xavier in straight sets (6-3. 6-2) as well as posting an 8-1 victory in his doubles match.

noz said his players wanted to put on the day.
“On paper, it was clear we were gonna win
it,” Munoz said. “On the court, we had a goal:
not just to win, but to make a statement by not
dropping a match.”
Kushma’s victory sealed GW’s flawless record in the tournament. The team didn’t allow
an opponent to win a single game throughout
the weekend, and they dominated play every
time they took the court. It was, Kushma said, an
unbelievable accomplishment.
Depth was GW’s greatest weapon this season. The team added three players to the lineup,
and did not graduate any players from its 2010
roster. Munoz said it was a stronger, healthier
team heading into the tournament, a stark contrast to the last three years, which began with
injury and ended in disappointment.

Event honors
Robinson at GW
by noah cohen
Hatchet Staff Writer

Softball drops both games
of Charlotte doubleheader
The softball team dropped
both games of its doubleheader
against Charlotte Sunday, falling first 4-1 and then 9-1 to the
49ers.
In the first game, Charlotte
took a quick 3-0 lead over GW
(12-19-1, 3-9 A-10) before junior
catcher Lauren Wilson doubled in
sophomore first baseman Sandi
Moynihan, a Hatchet reporter, to
put the Colonials on the board.
It was the only run that GW was
able to score during the game,
and Charlotte added another run
in the top of the sixth to secure
their victory. Junior pitcher Kara
Clauss threw four innings, allowing three runs, striking out one
and walking two.
Wilson again put GW on the
board in the second game, giving
the Colonials a 1-0 lead when she
homered in the second inning.
It was the only time GW would
earn a run during the game. The
49ers went on an explosive scoring run late in the game, scoring
two runs in the fourth, four in
the fifth and three in the sixth to
earn their 9-1 victory.
The Colonials head next to
Georgetown April 16, with first
pitch scheduled for 4 p.m.

Last word
"There was a lot of pain
that was released."
–Greg Munoz, men's tennis
head coach, on his team's victory
in the A-10 Championship this
weekend. The Colonials defeated
Xavier 4-0 in the final round
Sunday.

“The bottom line is: The last three years we
weren’t as strong as we were in the regular season,” Munoz said. “We went in with an injury.
We only had four strong players. That was a lot
more pressure to have them perform every day."
Now that GW has earned the A-10 championship, they will represent the Atlantic 10 in the
2011 NCAA Division I Men’s Tennis Championship, on May 19-30, at the Taube Tennis Center
in Stanford, Calif. An unranked program heading into the NCAA tournament, GW must face a
team ranked in the top-16 in the nation. Kushma
can’t wait for the opportunity.
“We’re gonna play a really big power house
of tennis,” Kushma said. “We’re gonna make
their lives miserable. We’re gonna force them to
play our game — grind it out — instead of just
rolling over.” u

ANNE WERNIKOFF | PHOTO EDITOR

Senior goalkeeper Charlotte Schou recorded 12 saves and four steals Sunday afternoon. It was
her fifth straight game with double-digit saves, setting a new record for most career saves at GW.

Schou sets record in GW loss
by elizabeth traynor
Contributing Editor
With three minutes left
in the second quarter, women’s water polo goalkeeper
Charlotte Schou focused as
a shot rocketed toward her.
Shooting her arm into the
air, Schou deflected the ball,
pushing it out of the pool to
crash on the sidelines. But
her athletic save only deterred Indiana's players for a
brief moment; they regained
possession to take another
shot, this time pushing it
past Schou for the goal.
It was a brief series of
play that provided a representation for the afternoon:
despite the Colonials’ (6-17)
best efforts, they were overpowered by an offensively
dominant Indiana team, falling 13-8 on Senior Day at the
Smith Center.
The game was fast paced
and closely matched in the
first half, marked by play up
and down the pool. The Colonials and the Hoosiers exchanged goals, but GW clung
to a narrow lead, thanks to
junior Megan Walker’s three
goals. Her hat trick was
matched by fellow junior
Allison Peotter, and the two
were collectively responsible
for six of GW’s eight goals.
Schou also performed strongly for the Colonials, adding 12
saves, a team-high four steals
and an assist. It was Schou’s
fifth straight game with double-digit saves, making her
GW’s career leader in that
category.
“Normally, I’m pretty
calm and collected. Sometimes I get a little nervous
when it comes to counterat-

tacks,” Schou said. “But I’ve
had enough experience to
keep my cool."
It was in the third quarter, though, that Indiana took
over the game with an offensive push that added six goals
for the Hoosiers and held the
Colonials scoreless for the entire third quarter.
“We knew that it would
be a tougher team this time,
but we hoped that with home
court advantage, we had the
win,” Schou said. “They’re
quick to steal the ball, and
they just had scoring opportunities in the third quarter.”
Indiana also ramped
up their play defensively, a
move that allowed them an
8-0 scoring run. The Hoo-

"It is emotional. I
really hoped we
had the win."
Charlotte schou
Goalkeeper
Water Polo

siers spread the Colonials
across the pool, halting
them from easily completing passes and finding scoring opportunities. As the
shot clock ticked down, GW
often found itself unable to
follow through on plays.
Combined with Indiana’s
offensive explosion, the defensive shutdown cemented
the Hoosiers’ takeover of
the game.
“There was a little more
frustration on our side,” head
coach Scott Reed said. “A
sense that we weren’t converting some of the opportu-

nities that we had.”
Much of Indiana’s third
quarter explosion found its
roots in their physical style
of play. They didn’t hesitate
to throw themselves in front
of GW players, or plant their
bodies squarely in front of
Colonials. It was, Reed said,
a new level of physicality in
play that his players were not
used to, leading to mid-game
adjustments and a sense of fatigue that contributed to their
slide in play.
“They weren’t playing
dirty, they were just playing
a physical game. I think there
were some adjustment problems in there,” Reed said. “All
the games we’ve played this
week have been pretty physical games and it’s been a big
difference from the previous
way we’ve played. It’s a little
bit of a shock value.”
The loss was particularly
disappointing given that it
was Senior Day for the water
polo team, honoring Schou,
Melissa Sesana and Erin
Delker. It was difficult, Schou
said, to walk away without
a victory in her last home
game, compounded by the
bittersweet emotions that accompany the graduation and
exit of GW’s seniors.
“I’m really going to miss
my four years here. I wish we
could have pulled a win, but
unfortunately it didn’t work
that way,” Schou said. “It is
emotional. I really hoped we
had the win.”
They’ll be missed, he
said, but the team’s focus for
now is on the upcoming Collegiate Water Polo Association Eastern Championships,
slated to begin April 29 in
Bloomington, Ind. u

Jackie
Robinson
broke the color barrier in
Major League Baseball in
1947, bravely facing brutal discrimination and
racism throughout his
career. His courage and
commitment to fighting
discrimination
turned
Robinson into a symbol
of hope for the country.
Thursday’s 15th annual Jackie Robinson
Night paid tribute to the
groundbreaking second
baseman and honored
Arthur Silber and Wilma
Bonner, this year’s recipients of the Jackie Robinson Society Community
Recognition Award.
“The connection is
both personal and academic. He’s a fairly neglected figure in American history,” Richard
Zamoff, the director of the
Jackie Robinson Project,
said. “The Robinson story
is so important because
it’s a catalyst for change
in the rest of society.”
The Society was created
by three of Zamoff’s students to honor the legacy
Robinson left.
“The Society was
created in the year 2000,
the first year I taught
the Robinson course. We
wanted to identify people
who had made outstanding contributions to the
District of Columbia,”
Zamoff said, adding, “He
[Robinson] really illustrated what was going
on in the United States by
what was going on in the
playing field.”
Silber is the chairman
and CEO of the Potomac
Nationals, a minor league
affiliate of the Washington
Nationals, and Bonner
is the director of teacher

education at the Howard
University School of Education. They were honored for their dedication
and outstanding contributions to their communities. Silber, Zamoff said,
works to keep Robinson’s
legacy alive on and off
the playing field, volunteering for numerous
charities and ensuring his
players understand the
significance of Robinson’s
contributions.
“She’s [Bonner] done
a tremendous amount
of work on behalf of
schoolchildren,” Zamoff
said. “Her award is primarily based on her
distinctive service to
schoolchildren.”
Zamoff also highlighted Silber’s unique connection to Robinson. As
a young boy, Silber stood
outside Ebbets Field, then
home to the Brooklyn
Dodgers, waiting for Robinson to come out after the
game. An avid baseball
fan, Silber would join Robinson on his walk down
the street, talking over the
game they both loved and
forming a lifelong friendship in the process.
“He wears uniform
number 42, Robinson’s
number,” Zamoff said.
“He talks to his players
every year about Robinson, the significance beyond baseball. He’s very
emotional about his own
trials, how his parents
raised him and how he’s
always known what Robinson’s significance was.”
The night was a
chance to honor a true pioneer of sports, recognizing those who continue to
uphold his legacy. It was
a meaningful celebration
for all who have been
touched by Robinson’s
act of courage. u
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Arthur Silber, the chairman and CEO of the Potomac Nationals,
received an award at the Jackie Robinson Society Thursday.

